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ABSTRACT
The Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) is under construction to measure the expansion history of
the Universe using the Baryon Acoustic Oscillation technique. The spectra of 35 million galaxies and quasars
over 14000 sq deg will be measured during the life of the experiment. A new prime focus corrector for the
KPNO Mayall telescope will deliver light to 5000 fiber optic positioners. The fibers in turn feed ten broad-band
spectrographs. To achieve this goal, it is crucial to guarantee that fiber positioners work properly under the
extremes of potential operating conditions, including the full range of temperatures, high speed wind disturbance
etc. Thermal testing provides valuable insight into the functionality of the fiber positioners that can be used to
help mitigate poor performance at extreme temperatures and wind disturbance test provide guidance to design
of ventilation system. Here, we describe the thermal and wind disturbance tests for DESI fiber positioners and
how the test results helped improve the robustness of the positioners.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Large spectroscopic surveys have radically changed the study of modern astrophysics. The pioneering Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Gunn et al. 1998, York et al. 2000) delivered spectra for millions of galaxies, quasars,
and Milky Way stars selected by colors and magnitudes. These precious data are released for public use, which
has a huge impact on the development of astronomy all over the world. The homogeneous sample selection and
large sample size enable astronomers to do cutting-edge studies on cosmology, extra-galactic, quasar, and stellar
physics.
A key feature for large spectroscopic surveys are a multi-fiber focal plane system that retrieves light from
hundreds or thousands of objects simultaneously. SDSS originally had 640 3” fibers for observation, and upgraded
to 1000 2” fibers after the summer of 2009. The lights from different targets are then transmitted to the
spectrographs through fibers and finally detected by CCDs. The target positions are random: for different
regions on the sky, the fiber locations on the focal plane have to be adjusted. It is a time-consuming task to
place fibers at the right position each night. The SDSS solution is to use cartridges to hold an aluminum plate,
bend it slightly to fit the focal plane shape, and drill 640 holes at predetermined positions (Gunn & Knapp 1993).
There are 14 additional holes for guider fibers. The plates are made and drilled at the University of Washington,
and shipped to Apache Point Observatory (APO) by FedEx. Each morning, technicians (pluggers) onsite plug
fibers into holes, preparing for the observation at night. To determine the location of each fibers on the plate,
a laser beam is transmitted through each fiber subsequently, and a camera is used to pin down the position of
that fiber.
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The whole system of cartridge+plate+manual plugging of fibers for SDSS was successful. The plate designers,
mill shop, FedEx, APO onsite managers, pluggers, operations managers have been working closely together to
guarantee optimal use of observing time for decades. During the real operations, however, some issues arise.
The plate designers need to start designing a plate 2-3 months before the planned observation time to ensure
the plate will arrive on time. If some plates arrive late, significant human intervention is needed to continue
overnight operations. Since plates are designed 2-3 month in advance, it is impossible to make adjustments
onsite. Furthermore, training new technicians to install plates and plug fibers can be time-consuming and
labor-intensive. The process of plugging in fibers inevitably bends and twists fibers, resulting in fiber, ferrule,
or jacketing damage. Changes in observation plans should be done before 8:00am MDT, thus the operations
manager who is responsible for overseeing the observing plan is expected to finalize the plugging request before
8:00am MDT everyday including holidays. This requirement is workable if the operations manager lives in a EST
timezone, but becomes challenging if he/she lives in PST regions. Observing an increased number of objects
demands a new approach altogether.
Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) pushes the large spectroscopic survey to a new regime. DESI
uses the Mayall 4m telescope at the Kitt Peak National Observatory and employs 5000 dynamic fibers to capture
spectra for 35 million galaxies and quasars in a five year survey projected to start in September 2019. The
design requirements of DESI fiber positioner are as follows: positioner diameter <8mm, pointing RMS accuracy
<5 micron, and the time for fiber rearrangement <2 mins. The lifetime of the positioner > 200,000 moves. In
this paper, we describe our teststand setup and data analysis to quantify the performance of the DESI fiber
positioner. We focus on how robust the positioners perform under different circumstances such as different
temperature, wind from different directions with varying wind speed etc.
2. LBNL FIBER POSITIONER FEATURES
A picture of DESI fiber positioner is given in Figure 1. The 22 different components are marked on the figure.
The principle of this design is similar to the human arm: the phi angle determines the opening angle of the two
arms, and is therefore analogous to the elbow joint. The theta motor is analogous to the shoulder joint because
the theta angle determines the rotation of the positioner. The length of the two arms are 3mm. Two 4mm
brushless motors made by Namiki Precision Jewel Co., Ltd rotate the two arms respectively. Hard stops are
implemented so that phi and theta can only rotate by about 180 and 390 degrees. This ensures the fiber will never
be twisted to the point of failure. The closest distance between positioners is 10.4mm. A positioner control board
with 5 wires provide power to the motors, transfer and process command through a CAN∗ BUS. Assembling a
positioner requires 20 parts and 10 fasteners (Aguilar et al. 2018). The design of this fiber positioner and its
performance is given in Silber et al. (2018) and Schubnell et al. (2018).
3. TESTSTAND SETUP
3.1 Positioner Accuracy Test ( ”XY test”)
We design ”XY tests” to quantify the pointing accuracy of a positioner. Each positioner is extensively tested
to quantify its positioning accuracy performance. The test is a mimic of nighttime DESI operations, as well
as performing sufficient moves to eliminate infant mortality of the positioners before they are installed in the
telescope. We generate a series of targets evenly distributed in the patrol area of positioner, and move the
positioner to the target positions. The current theta and phi angles are always tracked internally. The moving
code record how much angles the arms have rotated, and get the current location based on the sum of previous
moves from starting point. After taking a picture of current location of fiber tip and compare it to the target, a
correction is calculated, and the positioner makes the correction move. Note the current theta and phi are not
UPDATED based on the correction. The measured correction is added to the existing theta and phi values and
make a correction move. The advantage of this open-loop controlling and tracking method is the pointing error
only depends on the starting point of a move sequence. The disadvantage of this method is that the internal
tracking could deviate from the real location if there is some issues like: loss of steps of motor, accidental collision
of positioners, power outage etc.
∗Controller Area Network
Figure 1. The DESI fiber positioner sketch. The assembled positioner is shown at the top and the bottom panel shows all
the parts. The names of part and their corresponding DESI document number are given. The embedded panel shows the
kinematics/coordinate system. The phi angle determines the opening angle of the two arms, and is therefore analogous
to the elbow joint. The theta motor is analogous to the shoulder joint because the theta angle determines the rotation of
the positioner.
At the beginning of each test, a calibration procedure is performed to determine the center of the fiber
positioner, lengths of both arms, physical ranges of theta and phi etc. An XY test includes the following steps:
1) Command the positioner to move to a target position at speed of 178 deg/s.
2) Take an image of the illuminated fibers with the Fiber View Camera (FVC) to get the actual position of the
fiber. Correction move angles are calculated based on this.
3) Make a correction move according to the derived corrections at speed of 2.6667 deg/s.
4) Repeat 2) and 3) N times. N=4 for our test shown here.
DESI pointing error requirement is pointing error RMS<6µm. We typically achieve 5µm accuracy with 1-2
correction moves for most of our final production positioners. The mean blind move positioning error was
measured to be less than 30µm and the mean RMS for the correction move was measured to be 1.6µm (Schubnell
et al. 2018).
The hardware setup of the teststand to implement the XYtest is shown in Figure 2. We use a SBIG 8300M
camera with a lens ( For example, Nikon Micro-NIKKOR 55mm f/2.8 Lens) mounted as the Fiber View Camera
(FVC). For the final DESI system, we adopt a Kodak KAF50100 CCD with 6132×8176 pixels 6µm by 6µm each,
operated at room temperature. A Canon EF 600 mm f/4 lens, with a Canon lens mount the lens focusing and f
stop can be remotely control. A Proline PL50100 controller available from Finger Lake Instruments is employed
as CCD control and readout electronics. A clamp rig mount with similar thickness (6.8cm) as the petal is used to
hold the fiber positioners. Both the camera and the stand are fixed to an optical bench, and this distance differs
across different teststands. A small single-board computer (Beaglebone Black) sends commands to positioners,
fiducials, and illuminator through a CAN bus. A PC runs the python test code, which point positioners to
targets in close loop, take an image to pin down where the positioners really located, and send correction move
commands to positioners. We run 3-4 corrections moves before moving to the next set of target.
An XY test grid could contain arbitrary number of targets. We use 192 targets for reference. The following
statistics are used to quantify the performance of positioners in a given run:
Figure 2. The teststand for XYtest at LBNL.
Figure 3. The teststand for thermal test at LBNL.
(1) Blind Move Maximum Offset (Blind Max): describes the largest offset in a test when we move the positioner
to a new target in open loop. This number defines the collision radius for each positioner.
(2) Correction Move Maximum Offset with 5µm threshold (Corr Max): describes the largest final offset after
doing multiple correction moves. We stop correction after reaching the threshold of 5µm.
(3) Correction Move RMS (Corr RMS): The root mean square of the final offset.
(4) Correction Move Offset with 5µm threshold Best 95% (Corr Max Best95): describes the largest final offset
after doing multiple correction moves for the best 95% grid points.
(5) Correction Move RMS Best 95%(Corr RMS): The root mean square of the final offset for the best 95% grid
points.
These parameters are used for the grading of the fiber positioners. The details of the grading criteria are given
below:
Grade A: Blind Max <100µm, Corr Max<15µm, Corr RMS<5µm.
Grade B: Blind Max <250µm, Corr Max<25µm, Corr Max 95<15µm, Corr RMS<10µm, Corr RMS 95<5µm.
Grade C: Blind Max <250µm, Corr Max<50µm, Corr Max 95<25µm, Corr RMS<20µm, Corr RMS 95<10µm.
Grade D: Blind Max <500µm, Corr Max<50µm, Corr Max 95<25µm, Corr RMS<20µm, Corr RMS 95<10µm.
Grade F: Positioner does not meet any of the above.
For each positioner, a burn-in test composed of several individual XY tests is performed right after it is fully
assembled. The burn-in test run 24 points test at 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% current, and a 192
point XYtest at 100% current. The final grading is based on all test done at current >= 70%. The classification
of positioners into Grades A through F were done at the University of Michigan (Schubnell et al 2018). The yield
of Grade A and B positioner, which are installed into production petals, are 96.1% and 0.8% after Sep 2017.
The details of DESI fiber positioner accuracy, speed of convergence, lifetime and production yield are given in
Schubnell et al. (2018).
3.2 Thermal Test
The night temperature at Kitt Peak varies between -10◦C and 30◦C as shown in Figure 4. Our fiber positioners
should be able to work smoothly at any temperature within this range to guarantee good fiber positioning.
Furthermore, the shift of fiber tip relative to the CCD should be quantified and understood to ensure good
positioning at all temperature. For this purpose, we constructed a teststand that can be put into a thermal
chamber at LBNL. The image of this teststand is shown in Figure 3. The dimensions of this teststand mea-
sure 76cm×45.5cm×28cm. The distance between the lens and tip of fiber positioners is about 20cm. Twelve
positioners can be tested in one run, limited by the field of view of the camera and lens. We run XY accuracy
tests at -15◦C, 0◦C, 22◦C, and 30◦C. For the run on 2017-06-10, nine out of twelve fiber positioners tested show
very similar performance at different temperatures. They are classified as Grade A at all tested temperature.
However, one positioner (M00437) worked well at first, had its phi motor stuck after 40,000 moves. Another
two of the twelve positioners (M01012 and M00872) were stuck in both theta and phi directions when cooled to
-15◦C judging from the XY test data. The upper-right panel in Figure 5 shows the XY accuracy offset plot at
room temperature of 22◦C for positioner M001012, and the bottom-right panel is the accuracy plot at -15◦C. The
black dots are the target positions, and the blue crosses are the actual fiber positions after the first blind move.
Panel (a), (b), (c), (d) are for T=30◦C, 22◦C, 0◦C, -15◦C respectively. The theta motor can reach larger area
than at T=-15◦C, but there are still some regions it can not reach. This can be seen clearly on the calibration
data taken when we ask the theta and phi motor to rotate by certain angles. When we increase the temperature
to 22◦C or 30◦C, both theta and phi motors move smoothly. M00872 shows similar behavior to M01012.
Figure 4. Mayall dome temperature histogram. The data is taken between July 1st 2006 and November 27th 2013.
To diagnose the cause of the stuck issue, the three positioners that stuck at low or even room temperature
were sent to X-ray scans at Los Alamos National Lab. The cross section of the gear box of positioner M00437
is shown in Figure 6 Surprisingly, the slack of the gearbox was reduced to nearly 0µm, while the designed value
is 165µm. Without enough slack, the gears can not rotate freely. Among all the gearboxes, about 70% of them
have a motor shaft that easily wiggles along the direction of its axis. The remaining 30% have tight shaft.
Based on these data, we implement the following fix in assembly procedure: all shafts are intentionally biased
outward when assembled. See Aguilar et al. (2018) for more details of assembly procedures. We assemble
12 positioners with tight shaft both in theta and phi, 12 positioners with wiggling shaft biased inward (thus
compress the gear stack as much as the tolerance of the parts permitted) and 12 positioners with wiggling shaft
biased outward (maximum clearance available) to test our hypothesis that the gearbox clearance is the reason
for this failure mode. Three out of twelve positioners with shaft biased inward failed right after assembly, and
another 3 failed after a burn-in test. By comparison, all the positioners with outward biased shaft and tight shaft
work well under all temperatures. See Table 1 for details. We gather all the thermal test data we obtain and plot
Blind Max, Corr Max, Corr RMS as a function of temperature in Figure 7. The left column is for all thermal
test data for the 92 positioners tested, and the right column is exclusively using the data for 32 positioners tested
after we controlled the clearance in gearbox. Before fixing this issue, a significant fraction of positioners did not
work well at low temperature or even room temperature. The Blind Max, Corr Max, Corr RMS are abnormally
high for these positioners. However, after August 2017, Blind Max, Corr Max and Corr RMS rarely exceed
100µm, 10µm and 5µm respectively now. Please refer to Schubnell et al. (2018) for an evaluation of the overall
performance of positioners and lifetime test result and to Aguilar et al. (2018) for the manufacturing processes..
3.3 Impact of Wind
To eliminate the possibility of fluid leaks within the focal plane enclosure, the protect decided to use air flow
to cool the positioners. To validate the design concept we tested how the wind impact the performance of
positioners. For this purpose, we run XYtest with wind blowing in different directions at different speeds. Fan
is mounted to generate wind blowing in the following directions: 1) face-on wind, 2) side wind blowing parallel
to the ground, and 3) side wind blowing vertical to the ground. The three experimental test setups are shown in
Figure 5. The XY test blind move performance plots for positioner M01012. The black dots are the target positions, and
the blue crosses are the actual fiber positions after the first blind move. For the upper two panels, the blue crosses are
overlapped with the black dots. Panel (a), (b), (c), (d) are for T=30◦C, 22◦C, 0◦C, -15◦C respectively. The theta motor
is stuck at T=-15◦C, while phi motor can still rotate. In this case, the actual positions of fiber would locate in an circle
with a radius of arm length (3mm). This is exactly what we see in Panel (d). When temperature rises, the motor/gear
box work again.
Figure 6. Left: Design of the gear box for reference. The gear box and the motor are one piece, DESI 0804-C in Figure 1.
Right: The X-ray scan of the cross-section of the gear box which is stuck during the thermal test. There should be a
165µm gap between the brass cap and the washer to enable the gear box to work properly. But in this case, this gap is
reduced to almost 0, because the shaft (at the bottom) compresses the gear stack.
Figure 8. We run 192 points XYtest at wind speeds ranging 0 and 7m/s. Fifteen positioners were tested. The
pitch between positioners was 15mm. The blind max, corr max, corr rms as a function of wind speed for these
three setups are shown in Figure 9. We show the data for 12 Grade A positioners only thus reject positioners
M00928, M00894, and M01036. We can see that for setup 2, the performance is as good as no wind performance
at all wind speed. For setup 1, there is a jump in blind max and corr max at 2m/s. At even higher wind speed,
however, blind max and corr max drop back to no wind values. It is highly possible some resonance emerges at
wind speed ∼ 2m/s. For setup 3, the performance worsen starting from wind speed equals 4m/s, and stablizes
at a constant blind max, corr max, and corr rms all the way to 7.5m/s. The orange line which shows a constant
behavior at all wind speed is M01174. It is located at the bottom center of the positioner array, thus probably
experiences most benign wind disturbance. All the behaviors listed are repeatable, and independent of wind
speed history. Probably this is because the wind generates strong enough turbulence at 4m/s near the ground,
and the turbulence vibrate the moving parts of the positioners like fibers, light blockers, etc. This test provide
valuable guidance for ventilation of the positioners. First, we need to avoid the setup and wind speed that shows
resonance. Second, we need to pay close attention to the positioners that located near solid walls. This is where
turbulences most likely to appear and impact the performance of positioners.
4. SUMMARY
DESI positioners are now in full production. We use XYtest to quantify their performance using several statistics.
For the three critical parameters: blind max, corr max, corr rms, we show they are constant from -15◦C to 35◦C.
At 2m/s when wind is blowing toward the positioner, some resonance appear. When a side wind is blowing
against solid surface, significant degradation in pointing accuracy is observed when wind speed exceed 4m/s.
The test at extreme temperature and wind situations illustrate the robustness of DESI positioners, and give
guidance to the design of ventilation system.
Figure 7. The statistics of critical positioner performance parameters as a function of environmental temperature.
Figure 8. The setup of the teststand to test the impact of wind on positioner performance. The teststand setup is identical
to Figure 2, and a fan is used to blow wind to positioners in different directions. Panel (a): a sketch of the configuration
of 5*3 positioners array. Each circle represents a fiber positioner, and the number is their IDs. The upper-right one: 8001
is a fiducial for registering the fiber positioner during moves. Panel (b): Setup 1 with face-on wind blowing toward the
positioners. Panel (c): Setup 2 with side wind blowing parallel to the ground. Panel (d): Setup 3 with side wind blowing
toward the ground.
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Figure 9. Blind Max, Corr Max, Corr RMS as a function of wind speed for the three setups. Different colors represent
different positioners. For setup 1 and 2, the performance are as good as no wind performance. For setup 3, the performance
worsen starting from wind speed equals 4m/s. Between 4m/s and 7.5m/s the three parameters stay constant.
Table 1. Performance of Fiber Positioners with outward biased shafts and fixed shafts
POSID Biased Blind Max Corr Max Corr RMS
(30◦C) (22◦C) (0◦C) (-15◦C) ( 30◦C) (22◦C) (0◦C) (-15◦C) (30◦C) (22◦C) (0◦C) (-15◦C)
1151 out 24 27.5 28.1 33.1 8.1 5 6 5.8 1.9 1.5 2.4 2.1
1152 out 73.3 44.1 43.3 40.8 5 4.9 4.9 5 1.8 1.6 1.8 2
1153 out 93 91.5 91.6 79.9 4.9 4.8 7.9 5 2.1 2.1 2.3 2.2
1154 out 66.3 70.9 68.6 68 9.9 6.4 12.4 4.8 2.9 2.1 2.5 1.8
1155 out 35.4 25.5 32.2 26.9 16.1 9.3 11.6 8.5 3.6 2.5 3 2.4
1156 out 38.1 42.2 39.6 44.6 4.7 5 5 4.9 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.8
1157 out 74.2 49.1 49.6 48.8 5 4.7 4.9 4.7 1.9 1.3 1.8 1.7
1159 out 32.8 24.1 34.3 39.1 4.9 5 5 5 1.8 2 1.7 1.7
1171 fixed 39.7 18.8 20 21.3 12.7 9.6 5 5 3.2 2.7 2.1 2
1172 fixed 58.7 62.3 63.5 58.4 4.9 4.98 5 8.9 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.7
1173 fixed 58.2 57.9 61.2 71.3 11.2 11.8 9.3 9.3 3.1 2.8 2.3 2.8
1174 fixed 64.1 61.8 68.4 63.6 14.5 11.2 10 11.2 3.9 2.8 3.2 3
1175 fixed 50 31.4 36.8 36.5 5 4.9 5 5 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1
1176 fixed 80.6 56.3 47.4 53.9 5 4.6 5 4.7 2.1 1.9 2.2 2.3
1177 fixed 41.5 47.9 45.8 45.2 9.7 7.7 9 7 3.2 3 3 2.6
1178 fixed 76.2 54.7 53.1 55.3 8.2 8.5 4.9 4.9 2.2 2 1.9 1.9
1180 fixed 54.5 56.2 56.9 61.2 5 4.9 4.9 4.3 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.6
1181 fixed 35.2 33.2 32.4 35.1 4.8 5 4.6 4.8 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.7
1182 fixed 70.6 48.8 49.3 61.5 4.7 5 4.9 4.7 1.8 1.9 1.9 2
1183 fixed 97.2 86.9 84.2 80.1 11.4 9.6 6.5 7 2.9 2.4 2.1 2.2
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